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Abstract

Voice-enabled technologies such as virtual as-
sistants are quickly becoming ubiquitous. Their
functionality relies on machine learning (ML)
models that perform tasks such as automatic
speech recognition (ASR). These models, in
general, currently perform less accurately for
some cohorts of speakers, across axes such as
age, gender and accent; they are biased.

ML models are trained from large datasets. ML
Practitioners (MLPs) are interested in address-
ing bias across the ML lifecycle, and they of-
ten use dataset documentation here to under-
stand dataset characteristics. However, there
is a lack of research centred on voice — spo-
ken language — dataset documentation. Our
work makes an empirical contribution to this
gap, identifying shortcomings in voice dataset
documents (VDD), and arguing for actions to
improve them.

First, we undertake 13 interviews with MLPs
who work with voice data, exploring how they
use VDDs. We focus here on MLP roles and
trade-offs made when working with VDDs.
Drawing from the literature and from inter-
view data, we create a rubric through which
to analyse VDDs for nine voice datasets. Tri-
angulating the two methods in our findings, we
show that VDDs are inadequate for the needs of
MLPs on several fronts. VDDs currently codify
voice data characteristics in fragmented ways
that make it difficult to compare and combine
datasets, presenting a barrier to MLPs’ bias
reduction efforts.

We then seek to address these shortcomings
and “right the docs” by proposing improvement
actions aligned to our findings.

1 Introduction, motivation and previous
work

Voice-enabled technologies, such as virtual as-
sistants and smart speakers, are “going to scale”
through axes such as volume (Kinsella and Mutch-
ler, 2020; Bradley, 2020; Van der Meulen and

Forni, 2016), geographies (Popović et al., 2015;
Jones, 2020; Kendall et al., 2020), miniaturi-
sation (Bouraoui et al., 2017), expanding use
cases (Dale, 2020; Brewer et al., 2022; Jesús-
Azabal et al., 2019) and use in multiple modal-
ities (Baevski et al., 2022). Speech technology
has become part of the fabric of modern informa-
tion infrastructures — the technical capabilities, so-
cial norms, organisational practices and economic
mechanisms (Bowker et al., 2009; Turow, 2021) —
that collectively allow us to speak with machines
and have them do our bidding. As voice technol-
ogy becomes ubiquitous, so too does the potential
societal impact of its bias. A person’s poor voice
interaction experience is no longer confined to a
virtual assistant in the home, or to a mobile phone,
but extends to the workplace, the car, healthcare,
and customer service settings.

These systems use machine learning (ML)-
enabled components like automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR). However, they don’t yet work well
for everyone (Liu et al., 2022; Ngueajio and Wash-
ington, 2022; Feng et al., 2021). They exhibit bias
— defined here as systematic and unfair discrimi-
nation against individuals or cohorts of individuals
in favour of others (Friedman and Nissenbaum,
1996) 1 — across axes such as age (Vipperla et al.,
2010; Gerosa et al., 2007), gender (Tatman, 2017;
Tatman and Kasten, 2017; Garnerin et al., 2020),
race (Koenecke et al., 2020), nationality (Hutiri
and Ding, 2022), and accent (Hinsvark et al., 2021).
Dataset documentation is a frequent tool used by
MLPs to mitigate bias.

1.1 Dataset documentation and its use by
MLPs

The ML-enabled components in voice-enabled
technologies require large datasets to be effective.

1We recognise that bias manifests in many ways and has
several interpretations, and suggest (Barocas et al., 2019) for
a more complete treatment.
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Dataset documentation — descriptive information
characterising the nature, contents and provenance
of a dataset — affords MLPs a clearer understand-
ing of a dataset’s characteristics before the dataset
is used as an input to an ML model. This allows
the detection of some forms of bias, such as under-
representation of speakers having specific char-
acteristics. In contrast, model documentation —
descriptive information characterising the perfor-
mance of a trained ML model against evaluative
criteria — focuses on the performance output of
ML processes. It provides MLPs the opportunity
to detect and remediate bias issues such as poor in-
ference accuracy for specific types of speech. Both
types of documentation are well established in the
literature as tools to detect and prevent bias in ML.

Bender and Friedman (2018) introduce Data
statements for natural language processing (NLP),
where they propose collecting information such
as speaker demographics, annotator demographics,
and the domain and context of the material as a
way to address bias in written text corpora. Gebru
et al. (2021) brings data provenance to the fore-
front of broader ML practice by outlining key areas
MLPs should consider, such as the purpose and in-
tended use of the dataset, the objects it stores, how
they’re represented, the relationships between them,
sources of error and noise, sensitivity and identifica-
tion considerations, how the data was collected and
labelled, and how the datasets are distributed and
maintained. Boyd (2021) seeks to empirically vali-
date the utility of datasheets, and demonstrates their
benefit by having MLPs ethically reflect on prob-
lematic datasets — directly connecting datasheets
as an artifact with improved practice. From the
field of computer vision, Miceli et al. (2021) also
focus on praxis, emphasising the need for practi-
tioner reflexivity in the production of ML datasets.
Similarly, in an effort to make the ethical consid-
erations and choices made during the production
of datasets produced through crowd-sourced an-
notations more transparent, Díaz et al. (2022) de-
velop the CrowdWorkSheets framework. McMillan-
Major et al. (2023) focus on adoption of dataset
documentation, working with NLP practitioners to
increase uptake.

In Costa-jussà et al. (2020), we see the adapta-
tion of data statements and datasheets for datasets
from NLP to other written language technologies
— in this case — machine translation. Bandy and
Vincent (2021) tie dataset documentation to the

concept of technical debt, and retrospectively pro-
duce a datasheet for a text corpus. Pushkarna et al.
(2022), based on their work with text corpora at
Google, then introduce the concept of data cards,
concentrating on descriptive information that can-
not be inferred from the dataset itself. Building on
this work, and drawing from an extensive literature
review, Papakyriakopoulos et al. (2023) propose
augmented datasheets specifically for spoken lan-
guage datasets — the only one of its kind to date.

Similarly, there has been increasing research at-
tention toward model documentation. Model cards
were first introduced by Mitchell et al. (2019) and
built on by Shen et al. (2022), who produced a
practitioner toolkit to aid in generic model card
development. Crisan et al. (2022), recognising that
many laypeople also use model documentation, de-
velop an interactive approach to aid in model ex-
ploration. McMillan-Major et al. (2021) seek to
join both datasheets and model cards, proposing a
standard format for datasets in NLP.

However, data and model documentation in it-
self is not sufficient for tackling bias. An MLP
creates or consumes that documentation, provid-
ing a feedback loop which motivates MLP action:
re-balancing a training set, gathering more diverse
data, or fine-tuning a model.

Accordingly, recent work from Microsoft Re-
search shifts the focus of inquiry to practitioners’
use of dataset and model documentation and ap-
proaches to fairness more broadly. Heger et al.
(2022) find that dataset documentation practices are
“largely ad-hoc and myopic in nature”, with many
practitioner needs unaddressed. Similarly, Holstein
et al. (2019) find, in a set of interviews with MLPs
in industry, that while they saw the datasets as “the
most important place to intervene to improve fair-
ness in their products”, the teams did not have in
place processes — such as dataset documentation
— “to help support the collection and curation of
balanced or representative datasets”.

1.2 The research gap
People are increasingly using speech to interface
with services and sources of support in the real
world. ML-enabled voice technology systems con-
tinue to have pronounced biases; they work better
for some people than others. If we wish to make the
socio-technical systems of our world fairer, then we
need to generate effective approaches for tackling
bias in these systems. The approaches, motivations
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and actions of MLPs around dataset documentation
have been shown to assist in this regard. However,
there is a lack of research here covering spoken lan-
guage data — the kind of data used to build voice
technology systems.

We therefore pose the following research provo-
cations: How may we characterise current VDD
artefacts and practices? And what work is needed
to make VDDs more useful in addressing bias in
voice technologies?

2 Methodology

We devise an exploratory study that combines
two methods, one focusing on ML practitioners
and their experiences creating or consuming voice
dataset documentation and the other on dataset doc-
umentation artefacts.

Firstly, we undertake 13 semi-structured inter-
views with MLPs who work with voice or closely
adjacent data. We explore their voice dataset docu-
ment (VDD) approaches across the ML lifecycle.
Secondly, we turn our attention to existing VDDs.
VDDs represent how MLPs generate datasets and
release them to the world — they encode practices,
beliefs and assumptions (Birhane et al., 2022). We
select nine VDDs for their varied purposes, collec-
tion methods and source data.

Drawing both from our literature review in Sec-
tion 1.1 and from participant data, we develop a
rubric for analysis, and assess the VDD artefacts
across seven categories. We then triangulate the
two methods, showing how VDD practices differ
by MLP role, and how VDDs may help or hinder
MLPs in making trade-off decisions.

2.1 Semi-structured interviews
Semi-structured interviews are established as an
appropriate exploratory method for inquiring about
phenomena, particularly in ML practice (Baier
et al., 2019; Jöhnk et al., 2021; Følstad et al., 2018).

2.1.1 Participant selection
Potential participants were identified using profes-
sional networks, snowball sampling, and via col-
laborative code sites. Inclusion criteria were (i)
that the participant must work with voice or closely
adjacent data, and (ii) be currently practicing in
industry, academia or open source fields. Purpo-
sive sampling was used to ensure representation of
perspectives from diverse genders, professional dis-
ciplines, and geographic locations, and to help es-
tablish trustworthiness of findings (Campbell et al.,

2020; Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Groves et al., 2011;
Ezzy, 2013). A summary of participants by charac-
teristic is shown in Appendix A.

Interviews were conducted via video-
conferencing, and participants were able to
make corrections and redactions to the resulting
transcript. We concluded our interviews at 13
participants as themes were becoming repetitive,
and we had sufficient data to inform our document
analysis method.

2.1.2 Semi-structured interview design
We adopted an inductive approach, seeking to ac-
cumulate many perspectives around how VDDs
are produced and consumed, whilst varying their
contexts, applications and geographic sites of prac-
tice (Creswell and Creswell, 2018). Drawing from
both Spradley (1979) and Minichiello et al. (1990),
we structured our interview questions around “the
lifecycle of creating a voice dataset” — a “grand
tour” approach.

2.1.3 Coding approach
Based on our literature review, we identified sev-
eral a priori categories (Saldaña, 2021) and used
them to code the 13 interviews. We combined this
with open coding — a way to capture new cate-
gories as they emerge in the data (Williams and
Moser, 2019). Axial coding — a way to frame the
contextual conditions of the phenomena being stud-
ied (Ezzy, 2013) — was then used to categorise
how VDDs were produced and consumed. Selec-
tive coding — a way to collapse and combine sev-
eral codes into core categories for analysis (Corbin
and Strauss, 1990) — was then applied, yielding 14
broad categorisations across a total of 1889 codes.
Here, we focus on only two of those broad cate-
gories; different MLP roles involved in VDDs, and
how VDDs are used in the trade-offs MLPs make.

2.2 Document analysis
As a complementary method to our semi-structured
interviews, we then undertook document analysis —
“a systematic procedure for reviewing or evaluating
documents” (Bowen, 2009).

2.2.1 Selection of documents
Datasets used for ML are often released with ac-
companying documentation in the form of a dedi-
cated web site, code repository or online catalogue
entry. Additionally, some datasets contain a meta-
data file within the dataset. We considered all of
these in scope for analysis.
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To identify VDDs for analysis, we performed
a web search, using the terms “voice dataset” or
“speech dataset”. We purposively sampled nine
datasets that varied by intended task; by whether
the speech was elicited or spontaneous; the domain
of speech; the curation rationale; funding source;
license; and vocabulary size 2. A summary is pro-
vided in Appendix B.

2.2.2 Document analysis rubric
To create the rubric used to analyse the VDD arte-
facts, we drew from previous work in dataset docu-
mentation (see Section 1), broader reading in meta-
data and research infrastructure, and participant
data, arriving at 41 elements across seven cate-
gories. Here, we outline the contents of each cate-
gory and justify their inclusion in the rubric.

Dataset identification Here we included persis-
tent identifier — a uniquely identifying string, sep-
arate from the location of the dataset itself, which
provides a referral to the current storage location
of the dataset (Zeng and Qin, 2016) — and ver-
sion as a way to distinguish dataset releases over
time (Bhattacherjee et al., 2015). Efforts have been
long underway to ensure datasets have persistent
identifiers (Klump and Huber, 2017), and they tie
closely to work on making research datasets more
findable (Wilkinson et al., 2016).

Intent, purpose and curation rationale Here,
we draw on the definition given by Schlangen
(2021); a language task is a mapping between an in-
put and an output, and a dataset provides examples
of this mapping. Clear descriptions of intent and
purpose are therefore important so the MLP can
identify if the dataset is task-appropriate. We adapt
“curation rationale” as given in Bender and Fried-
man (2018) to spoken language, and define it as
determining which speech utterances are included
in the dataset, and why.

Dataset creation process, sources and actors
Here, we draw again from Bender and Friedman
(2018), who place emphasis on understanding the
social standpoint of annotators. For many speech
tasks, written transcriptions are also required as
inputs. Noting the work of Bucholtz (2007, 2000)
— that transcription has both variation and poli-
tics in its production — we also identified whether

2We note here that the AusTalk dataset in the ALVEO
repository is currently offline; had it been available we would
have also included it due to its focus on Australian speech.

the transcription method was provided. Referenc-
ing Barbiers et al. (2007) work on spoken language
variation from corpus linguistics, we also included
the source of elicited speech prompts as an element.

Characteristics of the dataset itself Here, we
drew on from material on research data infrastruc-
ture. Working with “big data” presents many chal-
lenges to MLPs (Kitchin, 2014); and so it is benefi-
cial to provide an overview of the size, shape and
constituency of the dataset.

Constitution of the dataset by speaker, record-
ing environment and spoken language attributes
In our exploratory interviews (see 3), comprehend-
ing contents was a key consideration for many par-
ticipants. Speech recognition requires a wide vari-
ety of voice samples, while speech synthesis needs
many samples from a single speaker. It is therefore
important that characteristics of the speech utter-
ances captured in the data are clearly represented:

“...Sometimes you really need to dig deeply into
the corpus to find it. Sometimes you just don’t find
it. And sometimes this is well documented. ... This
is important ... because we need to have a balanced
corpus for training your system. And then also to
be able to evaluate, gender wise, the performance
of your system.” — SB

We drew both from the literature and from ex-
ploratory interviews to identify specific attributes
to assess. Bender (2019) makes the case for clearly
identifying the languages we work with in, and Ben-
der and Friedman (2018) advocate both for repre-
senting the languages in a dataset in BCP-47 for-
mat and providing a “prose description” of the
language’s “axes of variation”.

Participant TS highlighted additional areas of
spoken language variance to scrutinise when eval-
uating trained models: “... We have a lot of folks
who have code-switched data ... it’s also domain
variation or register variation, or all your training
data is super formal ...” —TS.

Code-switching is where the speaker alternates
between two or more “codes” — usually languages
— within a conversation (Auer, 2013). The domain
of spoken language is usually taken to be the sub-
ject matter of the conversation, while register is
how spoken language varies by social situation;
we speak differently in formal and informal set-
tings (Finegan, 2014).

Models, benchmarks and academic papers We
adapt this category from Gebru et al. (2021), who
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recommend documenting where a dataset should
not be used, as also echoed by an interview partic-
ipant: “When you think about kind of building a
dataset, it’s easy to think about, ‘Okay, I’m build-
ing a dataset, it’s going to be used for this. This is
what I want it to be used for.’ Unfortunately, peo-
ple are going to use it for things you didn’t intend.”
—CG.

Similarly, noting increasing calls for bench-
marks to be tightly linked to the intended task of a
dataset (Raji et al., 2021), we included these as an
attribute in the analysis.

Privacy, bias, limitations and social impact
Here, we drew from Bender and Friedman (2018);
Gebru et al. (2021); Papakyriakopoulos et al.
(2023), who all underscore the importance of docu-
menting privacy and sensitivity considerations of
a dataset, and their potential social consequences,
and we use this category to assess whether biases
and limits of the dataset are considered in VDDs.

2.2.3 Performing the analysis
To perform the analysis, we reviewed each dataset’s
documents against the criteria in each category of
the rubric. If fulfilment of a criterion was implied
but not explicit in the document(s), then we made
a finding of “Implied” and provided a rationale.
If a criterion was not applicable to a dataset, we
made a finding of “N/A” — for example, in speech
synthesis datasets like “LJSpeech”, speech sam-
ples are usually taken from only one speaker and
so the number of unique speakers in the dataset
is not applicable. Our analysis is summarised in
Appendix C.

3 Findings

Here, we triangulate our two methods. We charac-
terise the experience of MLPs with VDDs through
the frames of MLP roles and trade-offs the MLP
makes, quoting from interview transcripts to high-
light key points. At the same time, we corroborate
the interview findings by referencing results from
the document analysis. This layered approach pro-
vides a richer characterisation of VDDs.

3.1 Characterising practices by role
Our interview data showed that MLPs could be
categorised into four distinct roles, depending on
how they discovered, commissioned, produced or
consumed voice datasets. We use a “food” analogy
to label the roles — which seems odd at first glance

— but which we believe accurately characterises a
role’s relationship with voice datasets. The results
of the document analysis had different implications
for each role, which we unpack below.

Chefs We characterise as Chefs those MLPs who
are provided with a dataset specification against
which to create a voice dataset: “... we would
have a data collection spec, [with a] percentage
of different accents or gender or whatever.” —BP.
Chefs are mostly likely to be producers of VDDs.

Diners Diners form a complement to Chefs, be-
ing the MLPs who are in a position to order voice
datasets from commercial companies. These com-
panies offer both bespoke options — à la carte —
as well as subscriptions to regular dataset updates
— a grocery box. There are many such providers:
“So there are many companies that offer services in
terms of annotating data, transcribing data. There
are many companies that collect some data and sell
data.” —SS.

Scavengers Alternatively, an MLP may be a
Scavenger — where they must discover freely avail-
able voice datasets to meet their needs due to cost
constraints. “... us open source folks we’re scav-
engers, right? ... The ordering options are there
... and I’ve looked at them and they want tens of
thousands of dollars, for access. And I’m like, ‘"I
don’t have that."’” —PS.

Importantly, it was this remark that helped us
arrive at our role categorisation.

Hoarders Hoarders, in contrast to Scavengers,
Chefs and Diners, do not have a clear intent in
mind for the voice data they accumulate; they store
it for some future, unspecified purpose in the hope
that it will be of use. Voice data accumulated this
way is usually a byproduct of business operations:
“We know that often companies, they have a plan to
extract and collect as much data as possible before
they even know what it’s potentially useful for.”—
PP.

3.2 The focus of VDD practices differs by role
Discovery For the Scavenger, dataset documen-
tation is important to their discovery efforts — and
their ability to comprehend the contents of a dataset
when found. Based on our document analysis, their
needs are currently poorly served. While eight of
the nine datasets represented speaker gender, only
two represented accent, and only one represented
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speaker nationality or age. Speaker occupation, lan-
guage heritage or education attainment were absent,
save for an overview of speaker occupation in the
African languages VDD. There was very little in-
formation provided on the recording environments
used, and the only representation of variance of
spoken language tended to be the way in which
the dataset language(s) were specified — with five
of the nine VDDs representing language using a
BCP-47 or ISO-639 code.

Representation Chefs may produce documenta-
tion as part of their creation efforts, and in doing
so, must make choices about how to represent that
data. With both an absence of agreed or de facto
standards for documenting voice and speech data3,
as well as multiple standards for language repre-
sentation (Wright, 2019), some participants faced
challenges in determining how some data items
should be reported: “There is no unified format.
Everybody has their own JSON 4 that might have
similar information.”—BP.

Another Chef practitioner faced similar data rep-
resentation dilemmas in regard to dialect, grappling
with what level of granularity to represent in the
VDD: “...what if we label what dialect they are
speaking in? Or what if they self label what dialect
they think they are speaking in? Then we do things
like how about we review this? Meaning let’s write
whether we think this is pronounced correctly. It’s
either yes or no. Okay. Wait, what if we can la-
bel every single character in the sentence and say
whether the character was pronounced correctly?”
—EG

VDDs are still relevant for the Hoarder role,
even though they may not yet know what tasks
their datasets will be used to perform. Hoarders
still wrestle with how to represent the data they are
collecting. Here, there was a desire to create VDDs
that allowed the broadest scope of future use for
the data:

“...it’s always good to document, to label your
data to the maximum extent that you can in terms
of fidelity.” —RW.

The desire to chronicle datasets with high fidelity
places additional onus on the MLP to define how
the data is represented. We see here a tendency
to reproduce that which has come before: “...we

3We note here the work of Papakyriakopoulos et al. (2023),
however this was not available at the time the interviews were
conducted.

4JSON is a data structure format commonly used for voice
data

didn’t put a lot of thought into the choosing of the
structure of the [Dataset] dataset, because we just
used it as it was. And the reason that we chose the
[Dataset] as an example dataset was because it was
a fairly common, well-known speech recognition
dataset”—RW.

This effect serves as a reinforcing loop, anchor-
ing practice to the status quo.

Diversity of data Both Scavengers and Diners
need to know whether the data within a voice
dataset is useful for their intended purpose: “...the
dataset documentation would give me an idea, does
this dataset work for my application? ... Is this
dataset going to be useful?” —CG.

Drawing from our document analysis, it appears
Scavengers and Diners are well served by current
VDDs — all nine datasets examined provided an
executive summary or description, and eight of the
nine provided both intended tasks or use cases, as
well as a curation rationale.

However, even if a dataset appears to meet an
MLP’s need based on the contents of the VDD,
variation in how the dataset is transcribed can be
problematic, requiring that the MLP spend time
“listening to the data”: “...All transcription is sub-
jective. And so each of these databases will have
been transcribed by different people, maybe follow-
ing different conventions, and those conventions
are especially important with semi words, ums and
uhs and mm-mms, and stuff like that.” —BP.

Cross-referencing our participant’s statement
with our document analysis, we note that only one
of the three datasets that had transcribed sponta-
neous speech provided a description of the tran-
scription process.

Another salient example here deals with the lack
of variation of accents in the dataset not being ap-
parent from the VDD, a realisation the practitioner
makes only after listening to the data, and having
to cross-check with the dataset’s related academic
paper:

“...I had worked with it for a while, I thought
I knew the data. It was a very popular dataset.
And it wasn’t until I started listening to it, that I
realized that these are only North American voices.
It wasn’t obvious to me until then. And then I went
back and I read the paper, the actual paper ... and it
was explicit like, yes, they chose voices that were
North American. And it’s something simple as that,
you don’t know until you start listening to the data.”
—CD
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Again, cross-referencing, only two of the nine
datasets provided a representation of the speaker’s
accent.

3.3 Characterising practices through
trade-offs the practitioner must make

Changing our analytical lens, we now explore prac-
tices by exploring the trade-offs a practitioner must
make. Drawing from the field of social learning the-
ory, Wenger-Trayner and Wenger-Trayner (2014)
hold that practitioners operate across multiple dis-
ciplinary communities in a “landscape of practice”.
An MLP may need to span disciplines such as data
engineering, machine learning, metadata specifica-
tion and linguistics; each with their own accepted
practices (e.g. Deng et al. (2022); Balayn et al.
(2021)). These practices may be in tension, re-
quiring the practitioner to make trade-offs. While
our interview data uncovered many trade-offs, we
focus here on the most frequently recurring.

3.3.1 Big data vs storage
“The problem is, data gets big. And then you have
a problem, right?” —AG

Speech technologies may require thousands of
hours of data, in turn requiring large volumes of
disk storage capacity. For example, one dataset
we analysed, Mozilla Common Voice, is nearly
80GB in size. This scale causes practical problems
for MLPs, such as one Chef who created voice
datasets, and needed to store them on a server. His
frustration at having to frequently move datasets
was palpable: “Yeah. We would find somewhere
on [University web server] we’d be, ‘Oh yeah. No,
we’ll serve it off our little file server here and it’ll
be no worries.’ And we’d put it up there and we’d
create a website for it. And we’d point people at
the website. And then the IT guys would go, ‘Oh
yeah, no. We don’t want to do that [...] We’re
going to shut that down. You’re going to have to
find somewhere else to put that.’” —RW.

One mechanism that exists to overcome this lim-
itation is the use of a persistent identifier. In our
document analysis, only three of the nine datasets
were found to have persistent identifiers applied
(see C Dataset identification), and these were veri-
fied using Crossref 5. More positively, all datasets
bar one indicated storage requirements, and all pro-
vided the number of hours of overall speech in the
dataset (see C Characteristics of the dataset itself ).

5https://search.crossref.org/

3.3.2 Big data vs understanding data contents
We also identified trade-offs that the MLP had to
make in comprehending the contents of a voice
dataset. Earlier, in 3.2, we showed that an MLP
compensated for lack of variation description in
VDD by “listening to the data”. The size of voice
datasets makes this practice more onerous, as high-
lighted by one interview participant: “We ended
up with 12,000 recordings, which was humanly
transcribed and those 12,000 recordings equated
to 20 hours of speech. So we literally had a team
of people listening to recordings and typing the
recordings out verbatim.” —SS.

This again points to the need for more focus on
capturing data related to recording environment in
particular: “And with a hundred thousand hours
of data, how are you going to listen to all that
as one person especially? You can’t. You can
randomly sample and hope for the best that you
catch something. But if you precisely knew exactly
the conditions of the recordings and all that stuff,
if you could control all that then I think you could
do a much better job.” —PS.

Triangulating this with our document analysis
(see C How the dataset represents the recording en-
vironment), we find that only the CHIME-5 dataset
provided explicit information on the recording en-
vironment. This is likely due to its relevance in
the dataset’s purpose of speech separation. Other
datasets implied some recording information —
such as the HUB5 dataset being of recorded tele-
phone conversations.

Again, we find that VDDs are inadequate for
MLPs’ needs.

4 Righting the docs: Towards VDD that
help MLPs mitigate bias in speech
technologies

Drawing from the gaps in VDD practice uncovered
from our exploratory study above, we now propose
a program of work to begin to address them.

4.1 A unified description format for spoken
language datasets

The VDDs we analysed contained a patchwork of
information in varying formats. This presents hur-
dles for dataset consumers, such as Scavengers and
Hoarders, in understanding dataset contents, as cor-
roborated in 3.2. This is a necessary step before
datasets can be effectively combined for training
ML models. A unified datasheet format for spo-
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ken language datasets is likely to go some way to
addressing this weakness. Here, we welcome the
work of Papakyriakopoulos et al. (2023) in formu-
lating Augmented datasheets for speech data. This
work provides both a minimal description structure,
and tools to enable the dataset producer to create
it. However, this alone is insufficient to address the
challenges we uncovered.

4.2 Automating the creation of descriptive
information for voice data

Augmented datasheets for speech data assumes that
dataset producers act reflexively before or during
the dataset creation process. Indeed, reflexivity
has been shown to improve dataset practice (Boyd,
2021). We found some evidence of reflexivity in
our interviews, with Chefs considering how to rep-
resent data items (see 3.2). However, given the
lack of descriptive information found in many of
the nine datasets analysed, it is reasonable to claim
that much VDD work happens after the fact, if at
all.

Here, classification models, such as for gender,
age and accent, are needed to help provide better
descriptive information for speech datasets, reduc-
ing the need for the MLP to “listen to the data” (see
3.2). This would be particularly helpful for datasets
where granular VDD was not captured at the point
of creation, providing the ability to create parts of
VDD retrospectively — although we acknowledge
that inferred VDD are likely to represent dataset
contents less accurately.

There is some emerging work in this space, such
as Sánchez-Hevia et al. (2022), who use a range of
neural models to accurately predict gender and age
on the Common Voice dataset, and Najafian and
Russell (2020), who use automatic accent identi-
fication to make a model more robust to accented
speech. We note, however, that such classification
can be used for ethically dubious purposes, such
as pre-emptive policing (e.g. such as that recently
done in the Türkçe language (Korkmaz and Boy-
acı, 2022)). We also note that Gebru et al. (2021)
caution against automating the creation of dataset
documentation, championing instead the use of re-
flexive processes. We hold that there is a practical
middle ground here; to be reflexive during dataset
creation, but to have tools available when VDDs of
existing datasets are insufficient.

4.3 Common representation taxonomies for
voice data

In section 3.2, several participants highlighted the
lack of consistency in formats used for represent-
ing variance in speaker characteristics, context of
speech and the spoken language itself. Here, com-
mon taxonomies would assist MLPs in combining
datasets in ways that aid in addressing bias. For
example, MLPs may wish to compile spoken lan-
guage data of a particular accent to assess if a neu-
ral model performs well on that accent. However,
if different datasets represent accents in different
ways, combining datasets becomes much harder.
Indeed, the need to capture speaker demographics
in particular more systematically was highlighted
in our interviews:

“I would say that each time a new speaker is
registered to the system, is going to start making a
recording, we should have a nice interface, an easy
to use interface, to quickly fill all the information
that we need.” —SB.

Although there is some recent work in the accent
space, such as calls to extend the BCP-47 format
to better represent low-resource languages (Gillis-
Webber and Tittel, 2019, 2020), and work to rep-
resent gender bias more accurately in text cor-
pora (Havens et al., 2022), we still lack accepted
taxonomies for representing the linguistic heritage
of a speaker (language acquisition, L1 and L2
status etc), domains of speech (such as medical,
quick service restaurant ordering, industrial au-
tomation) and the recording environment (such as
cafe, quiet office, family home, studio). Having
such reusable and inter-operable taxonomies would
also align with efforts to make research data, and
speech archives specifically, more “FAIR” (Wilkin-
son et al., 2016; Calamai and Frontini, 2018).

4.4 Incentivising adoption of unified formats
Even if unified description formats and common
taxonomies for VDDs are available, a mechanism
is needed to incentivise their adoption, particularly
given the practice identified in our interview data of
replicating existing dataset formats (see 3.2). Ben-
der and Friedman (2018) outline several incentives
which would be useful here, such as requiring ad-
herence to dataset documentation formats for pub-
lication in key journals.

With increasing usage of collaborative coding
platforms in ML practice (Berman, 2023), another
available incentive is to require complete VDDs
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before datasets are uploaded. For example, while
Hugging Face displays dataset datasheets on the
platform, there is no requirement for them to be
completed, and they are often blank 6.

5 Limitations

Additional methods to triangulate findings We
recognise the small, although purposive, sample of
participants and datasets in our exploratory study.
We now intend to administer a questionnaire to a
broader group of MLPs, to validate or invalidate
these initial findings.

Only publicly knowable datasets were analysed
In identifying and selecting datasets for analysis,
we recognise that our approach was limited to only
publicly knowable datasets; private and/or propri-
etary datasets used internally by organisations may
exhibit very different dataset documentation prac-
tices, although this is unlikely based on the work
of Heger et al. (2022) and Holstein et al. (2019).

6 Conclusion

Here, we have situated voice dataset documentation
(VDD) practices conducted by machine learning
practitioners (MLPs) within broader efforts to re-
duce bias in ML-enabled speech technologies as
they go to scale. We first provided a brief litera-
ture review of ML-related dataset documentation
work, identifying that VDD practices are under-
studied. We presented an exploratory study that
combined two methods — semi-structured inter-
views and document analysis — to provide a rich
characterisation of practices surrounding VDDs.

We find that VDDs are currently inadequate to
meet the needs of MLPs who create and consume
voice datasets. In particular, they often fail to de-
scribe voice dataset contents accurately, if at all,
and the range of representation formats used makes
it difficult for MLPs to combine datasets effectively
— as is often required in bias reduction efforts.

Drawing from these findings, we propose actions
that seek to “right the docs”, focusing on unified
formats for dataset documentation, as well as the
need for common taxonomies for data items com-
mon to voice datasets.

6For example, the datasheet for Common Voice on Hug-
ging Face omits large sections, such as curation rationale and
limitations
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A Interview participant summary

Table 1: Interview participant summary (n=13)

Characteristic Total

Gender Female 3

Male 10

Other gender expressions 0

Occupational field

Research scientist or academic 5

ML or NLP Engineer 2

Software Engineer 2

Data annotator 1

Developer Relations Advocate 2

UX Designer / researcher 1

Country of residence
United States 5

Australia 3

South Africa 1

Aotearoa New Zealand 1

Nigeria 1

France 1

Canada 1
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B Summary of voice dataset documents analysed

Table 2: Summary of voice dataset documents analysed

Characteristic
of the

dataset or
voice dataset

document
(VDD)

Mozilla
Common
Voice(Ardila
et al., 2020)

Librispeech
(Panayotov
et al., 2015)

African
languages in
the field
(Gauthier
et al., 2016)

Voxceleb
(Chung et al.,
2018; Nagrani
et al., 2020)

LDC 2000
HUB5
English
Evaluation
Speech

TED-LIUM
cor-
pus (Rousseau
et al., 2012;
Hernandez
et al., 2018)

Free spoken
digit dataset
(Jackson
et al., 2018)

CHIME 5
Speech
separation
challenge
dataset
(Barker
et al., 2018)

LJSpeech
Speech dataset
(Ito, 2017)

Type of
document(s)

analysed

CommonVoice
website,
GitHub
repository,
related paper

Entry on
OpenSLR
website,
related paper

Entry on
OpenSLR
website,
README file in
dataset,
related paper

VoxCeleb
website,
Metadata file
archived on
archive.org,
related papers

LDC Cata-
logue entry

TED-LIUM
website,
README file in
dataset,
related paper

GitHub
repository,
Zenodo
dataset record,
metadata.py
file in dataset

Data page on
CHIME
website, JSON
file in dataset

LJ Speech
website

Year of initial
release &

latest version

2018; 2023
(version 13)

2015; no
newer version

2005; no
newer version

2017; 2018
(version 2)

2005; no
newer version

2012; 2018
(version 3)

2018; no
newer version

2018 2017; 2017
(version 1.1)

Intended
language task

Speech
recognition

Speech
recognition,
multilingual

Speech
recognition,
monolingual

Speaker
identification,
speech
separation,
monolingual

Speech
recognition,
monolingual

Speech
recognition,
monolingual

Speech
recognition,
monolingual

Speech
separation,
monolingual

Speech
synthesis,
monolingual

Nature of
speech in

dataset

Elicited, large
vocabulary,
multiple
domains

Elicited, large
vocabulary,
out of
copyright
works

Elicited, large
vocabulary,
multiple
domains

Spontaneous,
large
vocabulary,
multiple
domains

Spontaneous,
large
vocabulary,
multiple
domains

Spontaneous,
large
vocabulary,
multiple
domains

Elicited,
constrained
vocabulary,
spoken digits

Spontaneous,
large
vocabulary,
multiple
domains

Elicited, large
vocabulary,
non-fiction
books
publishes
between 1884
and 1964

Motivation
and funding

source

Ecosystem
development;
Grant-based for
particular
languages;
additional
funding from
NVIDIA

Research;
funding
unknown.

Research;
ALFFA
Research
Project,
funded by
agence
nationale de
la recherche.

Research by
Oxford
University,
funded
through
EPSRC
programme
grant

Commercial;
Sponsored by
National
Institute of
Standards and
Technology.

Research,
funding not
specified.

Research,
funding not
specified.

Research
challenge
sponsored by
Google and
Microsoft
Research.

Research,
funding not
specified,
independent
researcher.

Method of
collection of

dataset

Volunteer
speakers
recorded on
web-based
platform.

Secondary
use dataset
from Librivox
volunteer
audio book
project (Lib-
rivox, 2021)

Original
dataset,
volunteer
speakers
recorded in
field.

Secondary
use dataset
from
YouTube;
speakers’
consent not
provided.

Original
dataset,
recruited
speakers
recorded via
telephone.

Secondary
use dataset
from TED
videos;
speaker
consent
unknown.

Original
dataset,
speaker
recruitment
and recording
unknown.

Original
dataset,
speaker
recruitment
unknown,
recorded in
speakers’
homes.

Tertiary
dataset,
subset of
Librispeech
containing
single speaker.
Speaker
consent not
stated.
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C Summary of dataset documentation analysis

Table 3: Descriptions and data items included in current voice dataset documentation

Data item

Mozilla
Common
Voice Librispeech

African
languages in
the field Voxceleb

LDC 2000
HUB5
English
Evaluation
Speech

TED-LIUM
corpus

Free spoken
digit dataset

CHIME 5
Speech
separation
challenge
dataset

LJSpeech
Speech
dataset

Dataset identification
Persistent identifier for the

dataset
No No No No Yes No Yes Yes No

Dataset versioning Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Implied via
yearly
competition

Yes

Dataset release date Yes Implied
through
related
paper

Yes Implied
through
related
paper

Yes Implied
through
related
paper

Yes Yes Yes

Intent, purpose and curation rationale
Executive summary or

description
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Intended tasks or use cases Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Implied
through
GitHub
repository
tags

Yes No

Curation rationale Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Dataset creation process, sources and actors
Dataset collection method Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

For elicited speech, the source
of prompts

Implied
through
GitHub
history

Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes

For spontaneous speech,
description of the

annotation/transcription process

N/A N/A N/A N/A No Yes N/A No N/A

For spontaneous speech,
description of the annotators

N/A N/A N/A No N/A No N/A N/A N/A

Characteristics of the dataset itself
Structure of dataset, such as

field mapping, described
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Dataset storage size provided Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Overall hours of speech in

dataset specified
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

License specified CC0 CC-BY-4.0 MIT CC-BY-SA-
4.0

LDC User
Agreement

CC-BY-NC-
ND-3.0

CC-BY-SA-
4.0

Dataset spe-
cific

Public
domain

# of distinct voices in dataset
specified

Yes Yes Yes Yes Implied via
# of conver-
sations

Yes, in
paper

Yes Yes Yes

# of utterances in dataset
specified

Yes Yes Yes Yes No, only #
of conversa-
tions given

Yes, in
paper

Yes Yes Yes

Length of utterances given Yes No Yes, aver-
aged

Implied via
each
utterance
having same
length

No No Implied via
each
utterance
being a
single digit

Inferred via
JSON file

Yes, aver-
aged

Split information (test, train, dev
etc) provided

Yes Yes Yes, in data
structure

No No Yes, in data
structure

Yes Yes N/A, splits
not used in
speech syn-
thesis

Audio file type specified Yes, in data
structure

Yes, in data
structure

Yes, in data
structure

No File type
implied by
sample file

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Audio file format details
(resolution etc) provided

No Yes (some) No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Table 4: Descriptions and data items included in current voice dataset documentation (continued)

Data item

Mozilla
Common
Voice Librispeech

African
languages in
the field Voxceleb

LDC 2000
HUB5
English
Evaluation
Speech

TED-LIUM
corpus

Free spoken
digit dataset

CHIME 5
Speech
separation
challenge
dataset

LJSpeech
Speech
dataset

How the dataset represents characteristics of the speaker(s)
Representation or distribution of

speaker accent
Yes No No No No No Yes No No

Representation or distribution of
speaker nationality

No No No No No No Yes No No

Representation or distribution of
speaker age

Yes No No No No No No No No

Representation or distribution of
speaker gender

Yes Yes Not in
dataset, but
distribution
specified in
paper

Yes No Yes, in pa-
per

Yes Yes Implied,
single
speaker,
gender
specified

Representation of speaker
occupation

No No Not in
dataset, but
overview
given in
paper

No No No No No No

Representation of speaker
language acquisition or heritage

No No No No No No No No No

Representation of speaker
educational attainment

No No No No No No No No No

How the dataset represents the recording environment
Constitution by recording

hardware
No No No No Implied

(telephone
No No No No

Constitution by recording
environment

No No No Implied
(interview)

Implied
(phone con-
versations)

Implied
(TED talks)

No Yes No

How the dataset represents characteristics of spoken language
Dataset language(s) represented
using a standard such as BCP-47

or ISO-639

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Multilingual flag Implied
through
dataset
structure

Yes Implied
through
dataset
structure

No No No No No No

Representation of phonetic
distribution or variation

No No No No No No No No No

Representation of dialect,
lexical or non-phonetic variation

No No No No No No No No No

Representation of domain of
speech

No Implied due
to Librivox
source

No No No No Implied -
digits

No Implied due
to Librivox
source

Constitution by formality or
register of spoken language

Varies with
prompt

Varies with
prompt

No No No Implied -
TED talks

No No Varies with
prompt

For spontaneous speech,
whether code-switching is

indicated

N/A N/A N/A No No No N/A No N/A

Models, benchmarks and academic papers
Benchmarks specified or linked

to
No, uses
CER for
eval’n but
no
benchmark

Yes, WSJ No Yes,
previous
speaker
recog’n
datasets

No No No, uses
WER and
CER for
eval’n
but no
benchmark

No No

Models trained from dataset
specified or linked to

Yes, speci-
fied in paper

Yes, speci-
fied in paper

Yes, speci-
fied in paper

Yes, speci-
fied in paper

No No No Yes, in re-
sults page

No

Papers based on dataset
specified or linked to

Yes, on web-
site

Yes, on web-
site

Yes, on web-
site

Yes, on web-
site

No Yes, on web-
site

Yes Yes, in re-
sults page

No

Privacy, limitations and social impact
Privacy or sensitivity statement

of the dataset
Some info
on website

No No Has a
privacy
statement

No No No No No

Social impact statement of the
dataset

Some info
on website

No No No No No No No No

Statement of biases in dataset No No No No No No No No No
Statement of limitations of

dataset
No No No No No No No No No
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